
Chapter 21 Material

Solutions to Problems from Chapter 21 follow.

21.1 (a) If the student tries somewhat hard, his net expected utility is

(0.7)
p
30000 + 10000+(0.3)

p
10000�30 = (0.7)[200]+(0.3)[100]�30 = 170�30 = 140.

If she doesn’t try, she nets

(0.1)
p
30000 + 10000 + (0.9)

p
10000� 0 = 110.

So she will try somewhat hard, for a net expected utility of [140].

(b) Efficient risk sharing puts all the risk on Beantown and none on the
student, so efficient risk sharing means that the student gets $30,000 if she
fails to get a job and pays the same premium in both states (whether she
gets the job or not). If the contract specifies that she tries but not somewhat
hard, the premiummust be (0.3)(30,000) = $9000, so the student’s net utility
is
p
30,000 + 10,000� 9000 � 30 =

p
31,000 � 30 = 146.068. If the contract

specifies that she doesn’t try, the premium must be (0.9)(30,000) = $27,000,
so her net utility is

p
13,000� 0 = 114.0175.

(c) Since she has no incentive to try at all once she is fully insured, she will
not try. This gives her a net (expected) utility of

p
31,000� 0 = 176.068, but

Beantown takes a bath on each policy: It pays out an expected $27,000 per
policy while taking in only $9000 in premium.

(d) See Figure S21.1. This piece of a spreadsheet provides the calculations.
For each integer level of $1000, from $0 up to $9000, it computes the actu-
arially fair payback or benefit to the student if she chooses to try somewhat
hard: This is just the premium divided by 0.3. The next two columns com-
pute her net funds if she gets the job, or $30,000 less the premium, and her
net funds if she fails to get a job, which is $0 plus the payback to her less
the premium. Column G computes her expected utility given these two
net-fund numbers if she tries somewhat hard; e.g., the number in cell G8 is
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= 0.7⇤SQRT(E8+10000)+0.3⇤SQRT(F8+10000)�30. And columnHgives
her net expected utility if she doesn’t try. Up to a premium of $4000 (and a
no-job benefit of $13,333), she has enough incentive to try somewhat hard;
for any larger fractional insurance, she won’t try, and the policy collapses
because the premiummust increase dramatically. We already know that the
best (actuarially fair) policy for inducing no effort from her is full insurance,
which gives her net utility of 114.0175. So the overall best policy in this
situation is a premium of $4000 and a benefit of $13,333 (or, if we pushed
things, a bit higher of each), for a net expected utility to her of 144.523.

Figure S21.1. Problem 21.1, part d.

(e) Now we add the third effort level. Since at this effort level, the student
faces no risk, there is no role for Beantown to play. And her net utility level
in this case is

p
40,000 � 55 = 145. This is just a little better than what can

be had by the best (partial) insurance policy for her, so this is what happens.
Note, in this regard, that if a contractual guarantee of somewhat hard work
were possible, the best contract would be full insurancewith this guarantee,
which gives the student utility 146.068. The differences are slight, but what
we see here is the collapse of an insurance arrangement which, without the
moral hazard issue, would give the student a slightly better outcome.

21.2 Here is how to set up this problem. Rather than working with the
variables w and b (base wage and bonus), work with z =

p
w and y =
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w + b . That is, z is the salesperson’s utility-of-money-outcome if he fails
to make the sale, and y is his utility-of-money-outcome if he makes the sale.
Hence, in these variables, his choice is between:

• kill self, for net expected utility (0.5)z + (0.5)y � 40, or

• try hard, for net expected utility (0.6)z + (0.4)y � 20, or

• try but not hard, for a net (0.75)z + (0.25)y � 10, or

• loaf, for a net (0.95)z + (0.05)y � 0.

Now ask:

1. What is the best contract to offer him, if we want to induce him to loaf? The
answer to this is clear: Ifwewant to induce loafing, full insuranceminimizes
the loss from inefficient risk sharing. So we’ll want z = y . And to get him to
work, his net utility must be 100, so z = y = 100, which is then w = $10, 000
and b = $0 (no bonus, only base wage). For you, this means you make
$60,000 with probability 0.05, for a gross gain of $3000, but you must pay
him $10,000, so the best contract you can offer him that induces him to loaf
gives a net expected loss of $7000. Let’s hope we can do better with other
option levels.

2. What is the best contract to offer him, if we want to induce him to try, but not
hard? In this case his net expected utility will be 0.75z + 0.25y � 10. To get
him to work for us, we need that this level of expected utility is greater than
100, or

0.75z + 0.25y � 10 � 100,

and we need that z and y are far enough apart so that he won’t choose to
loaf, or

0.75z + 0.25y � 10 � 0.95z + 0.05y � 0.

It makes sense that the best contract (choice of z and y ) for you subject
to these two constraints is where the two inequalities are equalities; you
probably don’t want to pay him more than it takes to say yes (so the first
inequality should be an equality), and you don’t want to motivate him any
more than it takes to get him not to loaf (the second inequality). So, solve
for y and z in

0.75z + 0.25y � 10 = 100 and 0.75z + 0.25y � 10 = 0.95z + 0.05y � 0.
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Do the algebra, and you get z = 97.5 and y = 147.5. So in this scheme, the
base wage w = 97.52 = $9506.25 and the base wage plus bonus is w + b =
147.52 = $21,756.25. (Hence the bonus is $12,250.) How do you do with this
scheme: You gross $60,000 with probability 0.25, for an expected $15,000.
You have to pay a base wage of $9506.25, and with probability 0.25, you
must pay a bonus of $12,250, so your expected net is

(0.25)⇥ $60,000� $9506.25� (0.25)⇥ $12,250 = $2431.25.

You are in the black, but not by a lot.

3. What is the best contract to offer him, if you want him to try hard?

And 4. What is the best contract to offer him, if you want him to be motivated to
kill himself?

To answer 3 and 4, you follow the same pattern as before. You have a
participation constraint, which is that when he chooses the action you are
trying to induce, he gets (at least) net utility 100, and you have incentive
constraints, which are that he chooses the action you want instead of a lower
effort level.

In the case of inducing him to try hard, there are three constraints and only
two variables. It is unlikely (in the extreme) that all three constraints would
hold at once. Indeed, there is no guarantee that there is a feasible solution (a
pair of variables z and y that satisfy all the required constraints). But for this
sort of problem, the following trick oftenworks: Solve for z and y assuming
that the participation constraint 0.6z + 0.4y� 20 � 100 and the trying-hard-
is-better-than-trying-not-hard constraint 0.6z+0.4y�20 � 0.75z+0.25y�10
are both equalities. This gives you two equations in two unknowns, so it
is solvable. Then check if the answer you get satisfies the “other” required
effort-level constraint. If it does, you know you have a solution.

(In general, the trick is, for any effort level, solve the participation constraint
andthe this-level-of-effort-as-good-as-the-next-lower-level constraintsasequal-
ities, and then check the other effort constraints. This won’t always work.
But it works in most cases you will ever encounter.)

So that’s the start—go answer questions 3 and 4 and then come back to see
if your answer is the same as mine.

———- o ———-

So, to answer question 3, we need to find the (simultaneous) solution to

0.6z + 0.4y � 20 = 100 and 0.6z + 0.4y � 20 = 0.75z + 0.25y � 10.
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Do the algebra and you get z = 93.3333 and y = 160, so the base wage is
w = 93.3332 = $8711.111 and the bonus is b = 1602 � 8711.111 = $16,888.889.
This makes your net profit

0.4⇥ $60, 000� $8711.111� 0.4⇥ $16,888.89 = $8533.33.

Youmight want to check, just to be sure, that these values of y and z satisfy
the other incentive constraint: that is, that 0.6z + 0.4y � 20 = 100 � 0.95z +
0.05y � 0 = 96.666. If you do the arithmetic, everything checks.

And to answer question 4, we need to find the (simultaneous) solution to

0.5z + 0.5y � 40 = 100 and 0.5z + 0.5y � 40 = 0.6z + 0.4y � 20.

You should get z = 40 and y = 240, which then gives w = $1600 and
b = $56,000, for a net expected profit to you of $400.

Hence, overall, the best incentive scheme for you is the incentive scheme that
induces the salesperson to try hard—a base wage of $8711.11 and a bonus if
he makes the sale of $16,888.89—which leaves you with an expected net of
$8533.33.

At the risk of overtalking this problem, note that as you try to motivate
higher and higher levels of effort, you increase the bonus and, since this
gives you some slack on the participation constraint, you decrease the base
wage. These are not laws of nature. But they come close.

Since the techniques for the next twoproblems are essentially the same as the
technique for Problem 21.2, I’ll only supply answers for these two problems.

21.3 (a) The owner takes due care, for an expected net utility of 2930; not
taking due care gives a expected net utility of 2900.

(b) If the level of care taken can be specified (and enforced) contractually, full
insurance is the answer (since it is efficient risk sharing). To determine the
most the owner can be charged, remember that he can go without insurance
and, by taking due care, get utility level 2930. So for a “take due care”
policy, the highest premiumhe can be charged is $119,600, while for a “don’t
take due care” policy, he will pay a premium up to $415,500. Note that the
expectedpayout on the “takedue care” policy is $80,000, sowith the highest-
premium policy, the insurance companywill net an expected $39,600, while
the payout on a “no due care” policy is $400,000, so the best the insurance
company can do is a net expected profit of $15,500.
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(c) In this case, full insurance leads the owner not to take due care. The
insurance company must charge (up to) $415,500, for a net expected profit
of $15,500.

(d) The best policy to write that induces no due care is full insurance—
see part (c) for how this does. To induce due care, the insurance company
can offer only partial insurance—the risk borne by the owner induces due
care—and if you do the math in the style of Problem 18.2, you see that the
best policy (from the perspective of the insurance company) is a premium
of $44,943.75 with a payoff in case of fire of $2,081,250, which leaves the
insurance company a net expected profit of $24,131.25.

(e) Because the “cost of due care” goes under the square-root sign in this
variation, you can only do this numerically. The numbers I got were a pre-
mium of $95,869 for a payoff if fire of $5,665,850, which gives the insurance
company an expected net profit of $39,210.5.

21.4 (a) If the entrepreneur bears all the risk of the venture, her utility
if it succeeds is

p
100 million less the disutility of effort, or 10,000 less the

disutility of effort. If it fails, she only loses the disutility of effort.

Therefore, if she tries hard, her expected utility is

0.1⇥ (10,000� 500) + 0.9⇥ (�500) = 500.

If she doesn’t try hard, her expected utility is

0.02⇥ (10,000� 0) + 0.98⇥ 0 = 200.

Therefore, she will try hard.

(b) Because the VC is risk neutral, efficient risk sharing calls for the VC to
bear all the risk. The VC should pay B up front and retain the full $100
million. Now B has to be large enough so that the entrepreneur will take
the offer; it must leave the entrepreneur with a utility of 500.

If the VC wishes to specify that the entrepreneur should not try hard, then
B a bit more than 5002 = $250,000 will do, because there is no disutility of
effort if the entrepreneur doesn’t try hard. The net for the VC is therefore a
bit less than

0.02⇥ $100 million� $250,000 = $1,750,000.
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But if the VCwishes to specify that the entrepreneur should try hard, then B
must be a bit more than 10002 = $1 million, to compensate the entrepreneur
for the 500 disutility of effort. This means that the VC’s expected net would
be

0.1⇥ $100 million� $1 million = $9 million.

Clearly, the best course of action is to offer the entrepreneur $1 million and
specify that she try hard.

(c) Now it is no longer possible to have efficient risk sharing.

One possibility is to offer the VC a flat payment of $250,000, in exchange for
100% of the project. She will choose not to work, for a utility of 500. The VC
has an expected net of $1,750,000.

The other possibility is to give her an incentive to try hard. Let Y be her
monetary stake if the project succeeds and Z be her stake if it fails, and let
y and z be the square-roots of Y and Z , respectively. Then for her to try
hard, we need that

0.1y + 0.9z � 500 � 0.02y + 0.98z.

And for her to sign the deal at all, we need

0.1y + 0.9z � 500 � 500.

In the usual manner of problems in this chapter, we want to have as much
risk sharing as we can, and we want to leave her right at her indifference
point in terms of signing the contract, so these two inequalities are, at the
optimum, equations. This gives us two equations in two unknowns, which
solve as

y = 6625 and z = 375.

Therefore, the entrepreneur needs to be left with $3752 = $140,625 if the
project fails—that’s the value of B—and with 66252 = $43,890,625 if the
project succeeds. This means the entrepreneur keeps $43,750,000 of the
$100,000,000 a successful project generates, in addition to B , so that X =
$56,250,000. The expected net for the VC is

0.1⇥ $56,250,000� $140,625 = $5,484,375.

Under the conditions of part c, that’s the best the VC can do.


